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Jane’s river Blues

ana swan

oil Painting
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strengtH of Brooklyn

alexander sandage
PHotograPHy
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a CHain link fenCe
Colin Cole
Poetry

A chain link fence
crowned with barbed wire
is no barrier
for a butterfly
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england

daniel Magee
Poetry

Landmarks
That mark the moments we’ve made
Bear down on me like cracked columns of old monuments
Or rusty blades on bayonets.
The war’s long over and the massacred
are forgotten, drowning under dandelions
And we are similar, old warriors
Succumb to the fight
Given up, drawn our last pining sigh
Years later, each other etched out of daily memory
We’ll flash into each others’ mind
Like the equestrian statue in the corner of our vision
And notice the crack that we hadn’t noticed before
Where the light rain split the heavy clay
The point that marked the beginning of the end.
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reliCs
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alyssa elkins
aCryliC

tlaloquita

elena valdés CHavarría
Clay & aCryliC
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linCHen tHis love
sHyanne woods
Poetry

Calypso tells tales
“a rare flower may blossom once a year, love may blossom once a lifetime”
Salamander echoes morph into the chorus of frogs
Fritillaries tease the imagination while pedals revolve in the night
Pedals that to turn petals come morn.
Old women tell tall tales
“The one who loves wildflowers like you do”
Dawn ripens into blossoms surrounded by winter’s breath
A bench appears in the dimmed winter light that invites the shells of its admirers.
Cycles begin again.
bill-caps from their heads, and lick the sweat from their lips.
Tote berries in stained laundry-detergent buckets and margarine tubs.
And I would hunger for the shade of the sycamore trees
that surrounded our house, on the hill I almost couldn’t see.
Because on the field, if I wanted, I would be able trudge for an afternoon and see
nothing but glowing orb and moving arms tinted red.
Feel nothing but heat like glass.
And smell only the deathly sweetness of rotting strawberries
and perspiration.
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uMaMi MoMMy
kevin ngo
Poetry

If you’re down and weary,
worse for the wear, homeless and hungry,
and you’re in this cruel city,
(such a pity)
with no beating heart around these parts,
I know of a place, a saving grace,
where an angel gives to those
who beg before the door behind her store,
for want of food and meat and bone
that they lack on their own.
She’ll serve you right, free of charge;
the kindest woman you’ll ever know,
(bless her soul).
Off your asses, lift your glasses,
thanks to the saint, a toast to pot roast,
to hams carved for the starved,
and fine cut umami salami by the pound.
For she is a lover of meat, fat or lean;
vegetarian, not an option, her doctrine,
her five-star repertoire;
only trained
in the savory sweets of meats.
Sweet and salty, succulent sausages;
chicken: oven roasted, grilled, rotisserie,
baked, breaded, beer-battered,
smoked hickory,
the nicest slices served on rices;
cleave the meat from the gristle,

clean as a whistle.
The entire batch, down the hatch,
straight to your stomach,
like a guided missile.
Stake a claim for the steak:
bleeding raw or well done, son of a gun,
you can handle, give or take,
a little pink, here and there:
medium rare.
Wear a bib for the rib,
baby-back and prime, oh sublime!
A dazzle of basil, hint of thyme,
the choicest cuts,
mutton, pork, lamb chops.
Flames to stoke, charcoal to smoke;
blazing beef burgers on buns,
hogs and hot dogs on the grill;
eat until you’ve had your fill!
She smiles, content and happy,
feeding her guests her very best,
her heart as big as her hearty hips,
as the hungry stuff their lips,
eating heartily, clogging artery,
but oh!
Too good
to stop
now.
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farMer’s Market Hot CHili

ZaHra alnaser
PHotograPHy
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astronaut

JonatHon Coy

waterColor & Marker
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How i found out aBout writing
wave kronewitter
Poetry

With her words she grabbed my hands.
Latched onto me as if
without one of us
we would waste away and float forever
dust to dust.
But sometime later
She threw me into space.
Though sometime soon
when I plummet back
I will not hit.
I’ll miss the dirt
kiss the dirt.
And grab some paper
To use as wings.
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tHe Jester

MiCHael Carreon
Poetry

Amusement spreads like a virus across
the chambers, spreads to them all,
all but one;
one whom needs happiness painted ever
so perfectly—lifting, pretending to
raise his mouth to impossible,
elastic lengths—on his face.
Laughter eventually evades the rooms
with the loneliness of echoes.
It has become so delicately funny to
all but him.
The fault lies thick and judgingly
on his self-morphed facetious physique.
Serious?
Never.
Or so the ornery character displays.
His fears lie with the less longed
truth, which strips his emotions
with the blade of being
misunderstood.
Even a carnie knows that it is not
all fun and games.

The light must fade as knowingly
as the sun sets, casting a fiery sky;
a fire sent to burn to ash
the man who flashed his grin,
equipped with rows of jagged,
calcified contrast of white.
But this is the part where
his cries for help are applauded.
Everyone believes it to be part
of his act.
Sincerity flees, lost as a
gypsy roaming the coarse, endless,
glistening pre-glass.
He is liked.
He is loved.
He is unknown.
Who is he?
The Jester asks this every
shattering moment.
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alyssa elkins
PHotograPHy

fear is a tHing Called sally
eMily Zellner-gisler
Creative non-fiCtion

H

ad she of died from something less
diabolical, the legacy of her death
would have had a hearty four months
in the news and in our hearts, and then the
memory of Sally Imcus would have faded
away with the winter season.
The difference between murder and
death is the difference between homemade
and store-bought. Homemade carries more
weight and memory. That Sally’s murder had
to have been pondered upon and created made
it that much more scary for the people of
teeny tiny Westport to fall asleep at night. Too
bad we didn’t have anything to wash the bad
taste out of our mouths.
She wasn’t anybody and that’s what
she was notorious for. Hardly any friends,
hardly a blip in the vast world of high school.
We all imagined that she was quiet because her
father beat her or maybe she didn’t have a family at all, but nobody really cares when they’re
young because egos take over and hey, blips
just don’t seem to matter when you have sex,
drugs, and growing up to do. Sex. Sally probably never had sex… I feel sick. Sometimes the
bad taste in my mouth goes away, but lately I
can’t seem to get rid of it.
The largest rumor that had surfaced
after her death was that Sally was a Wiccan,
and no one could really pinpoint whether that
was true or false because no one knew who

the hell she was. Another had been that she
was a part of a religious cult. Satanism maybe.
Our ignorant minds had to think of some reason, something she had done, because when
you’re murdered just like that, out of the goddamn blue, somebody out there believes it’s
because you deserve it. Why did she deserve it?
She sacrificed animals. She cast spells on the
teachers of the school. She did something.
Sally’s whole tragedy was too strange
and disturbing for anyone of our age to really
understand. I’m not even sure if being an adult
makes it all the more clearer, but it felt as if
they knew something about tragedy, something
about death and depth that our puny teenage hands couldn’t quite grasp. I remember
thinking if I had the mind of the Zodiac or
Ted Bundy, maybe I’d get it. That thought was
childish. Brushing my teeth might make the
bad taste go away. That’s probably childish too.
Her body was found in the garbage
can of a rest stop bathroom 20 miles outside
of Olympia, Washington. A total of 233 miles
from her home in Westport, Oregon. Raped
and strangled. And what’s most nightmarish
is that this act of sexual, violent dominance
and death had been planned. The pre-murder
had been going on a lot longer than anyone
in Westport, including Sally, could have ever
guessed. A few weeks after the initial newspaper article titled “SALLY IMCUS FOUND
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DEAD” was released, the autopsy shared
to the town that she had been progressively
poisoned after a period of time until she
got to a state so weak and sickly that her
killer would have complete control over
her. It was probably arsenic, but nobody
knew for sure, making the students of her
high school beat themselves up and ask
themselves, a girl in our school was being
poisoned and we hadn’t even known? How
could that be? The more I think about it
the stronger that taste in my mouth gets. I
feel paler, more fragile, thinking about Sally.
She should just be a repressed memory by
now, but she can’t be shaken.
A year later and we still shiver. We
still don’t go outside alone in the windy
West Coast rain or say “hello” to strangers
or even eat food we didn’t know the origins
of. The town of Westport is small and now
we’re known for the grisly death of a young
girl whose killer was never found and could
be the local school bus driver or grocery
store owner. Tourists visit sometimes just
to see where Sally used to live. Since the
murder, drug use spiraled out of control,
the crime rate increased, and nobody seems
to smile anymore. It was as if a cloak of utter shit enveloped our town and never went
away. Westport is cursed and we are its terrified citizens. Sally isn’t a person anymore.
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She’s the reason we double-check our locked
doors at night, the reason why our town is
on pins and needles. Why it feels more like a
graveyard here than a home. She’s the reason
why we’re always scared.
And I’m scared. I’m scared because
it’s been almost a year since Sally’s death and
I’ve been feeling sick, physically. I’m weak.
Vomiting at night. I don’t tell anybody because
it’s probably just the fear; Fear festering inside
me and making it real. People, my parents, they
would just laugh and dismiss me. The town
doesn’t need me making things up and stirring
Sally up again. Just because the killer is still out
there doesn’t mean he’s still killing. It doesn’t
mean anything is going to happen at all. I’m
making things up. I’m okay. I’m okay until I
lay down to sleep for the night and I think of
Sally and how I want to puke and brush my
teeth again and how I’m obsessed with it all
and with her death because soon it’ll be my
death.
No, no it won’t. Nobody’s poisoning me- it’s
all in my head.
It’s all in my head.

little girl

eMMa-kate sCHaake

PHotograPHy
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CHild of Mine

Megan M. CuMMings
sHort story

Child of Mine
I could have a child. Physically, I am still capable, even fertile. Women who lack the desire
for offspring are rarely the ones afflicted with a uterine malformation or tubal occlusion. What’s
the saying, life isn’t fair?
The Medical Arts Building, that’s what they call them these days—medical artists. Recreating negative space, distributing hormonal antagonists, is categorized a creative endeavor, an
aesthetic expression. One of my more esoteric partners presented elaborate theories on sex as an
art form.
Julian said, “Murder is vindictive. There is nothing vindictive about this.”
I’ve slept with seven men. Been in love with two. Had a pregnancy scare with the same
two. Considered marriage with one. It costs too much. Marriage, I mean.
I’ve compromised in my life; my body, morals, identity, bank account. Nothing too extreme, sometimes I just rush decisions, do the thinking, the feeling too little or too late. This is not
always a negative. My blood type is A negative, rare in Caucasians.
When someone, anyone we know becomes engaged, my friends bicker over mojitos and
Parliaments about soul mates and the possibility of their existence; it’s similar to the conversation
about God, you believe or you don’t.
It really gets to me when other women reprimand my lack of desire and interest in motherhood. As if remaining childless is some form of frigid liberal movement I’m participating in,
have participated in.
“Concerns over population growth won’t care for you in your old age.” I’m not joking, this
was said to me.
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In America, pharmaceuticals are King. Lord Pfizer, Princess Eli Lilly. There’s a pill for all
citizens, of all denominations, religious affiliations and educational backgrounds; a tablet to ensure
tranquility, a powder to guarantee performance, a capsule to correct any genetic or acquired flaw.
Any mistake, accident, can be washed down and away with a glass of cold milk.

A womb with an unobstructed view, a clear sight of direction, or at least one that matches
my brain, that’s what I need; better timing and a sense of responsibility, dammit.
“You’d make a great mother, you know?”
“Is that supposed to be flattery, Julian?”
Blood has never bothered me. I try not to strictly associate blood with death, or violence.
That’s too morbid of a view, too one-sided.
Against the salmon-colored sheets of my queen bed the blood spread, soaked the synthetic fibers. So much blood! I laid in it a long while, my silk panties, soft thighs, sticky and warm,
afraid to move, afraid the tiny white pill wedged near my cervix would be jostled, ineffective.
An egg, a sperm, a zygote, a little boy or a little girl, a man, a woman...at what point in this
cycle did I begin to imagine a person?
Humans are one of the few organisms to have sex for pleasure, and the only to refer to it
as making love. The other animals include dolphins and a single primate species, and neither elect
to have abortions. Maybe they would, if they figured out how. Dolphins are also one of the only
other creatures to rape.
“I don’t want to do it anymore.”
Julian stopped, lowered his hips, himself, closer into me before limply rolling onto his back.
“Oh. Is this about-about, that?”
I told myself for a while that it had nothing to do with my leaving Julian. It did. Not everything, but something.
Crying and orgasms aren’t all that different when you get down to it, physically or emotionally. Agitations and sensations begin, escalate, rise, expand, you resist, once, twice, and then it
comes down, out, an immense sense of release, relief.
I cried for my freedom, guilt, lost innocence. I cried out of respect and reverence for the
exquisite fragility of life, for what it means to be alive.
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Provost’s Prize Winner
all a Person really needs
Ben davis

sHort story

I
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am fourteen, scrawny, standing lookout
for Garrett while he peels the bumper
sticker off my neighbor’s minivan.
He is crouched, shirtless, his gold cross
medallion slung over his back to keep out
of his way. He throws down a hand to
steady his balance and the sun glints off
the tiny cruciform like it’s winking at me,
as a wedding ring might on the hand of an
adulterer. The sticker tears into a tiger swipe
of residue streaks, and Garrett uses his nail
to scrape up a finger hold.
“Come on, man, just leave it. We’re
gonna get busted.”
“Busted,” he mocks. “I don’t give a
fuck.”
I feel uneasy so I trot next door
before he finishes. A minute later Garrett
struts into my garage, throwing the crumple
of sticker in the trash can. “Where it
belongs,” he says, “hopefully they’ll get the
message.”
These neighbors just moved in last weekend.
I don’t say anything, not the
slightest acknowledgement. It’s easier that
way. Besides, in three months he’s promised
to get me a job working for one of his
father’s companies. Eight bucks an hour,
nearly double minimum wage. Once the
moment has passed I say, “So I’m gonna
need that ten for the essay due next week.”
“I won’t have any cash ‘til Monday.
I’ll drop it by then,” he replies, nonchalantly,
knowing he’s in violation of our deal: half
upfront and half when the assignment is

complete. I don’t enjoy doing his work—it
began when we had science class together in
seventh grade. We were paired as lab partners
and he struggled with cell biology. I tried
to teach him but he kept getting distracted,
changing the subject or making fun of
someone, usually me. Eventually he slipped
me a five to finish his lab report, which in turn
led to other deals, mostly papers for history
and language arts. Later he told me his father
had threatened him with military school if his
grades didn’t improve. Now our symbiosis has
carried into freshman year of high school.
He does another set of curls, kissing
his bicep, throwing around my cement weights
like toys whenever he stops by—we don’t
talk business at school—then stretches on his
shirt and straddles his bike, saying, “Don’t
forget: B-minus this time. That A-plus about
got us both busted.” I nod as I get on my
bike. I try to ride his tail but his bright yellow
Cannondale quickly pulls away. Not that it
matters—he’s heading to his mansion for a
home-cooked meal and I’m going to the store
to steal chicken fingers and macaroni. It’s the
end of the month and the fridge is empty
again; things haven’t been easy since Mom’s
hours got cut, and anyone who says we can
live on food stamps has never had to. He turns
a corner far ahead and I trudge alone on my
old Huffy, which I have aptly named Rusty.
The chain gets jammed between gears but I
have just enough momentum to coast to the
grocery.
Garrett lives in the new country club

across the main highway. The one with the
guard station at the entrance, and the stone
wall that reads: Pruett Plantation – named after
Garrett’s father, Percy Pruett, who developed
the subdivision. I know this because Garrett
told me, more than once. And because
sometimes I heave my bike over the fence
of Pruett Plantation and ride around looking
at the mansions, and one night Garrett was
outside so he waved me in because he had
an assignment for me. He flaunted his talent
at billiards in his enormous basement, then
showed me his father’s arsenal—locked,
cocked, and ready to rock. Then his mother
called him up for dinner. She didn’t know they
had a guest, she’d said, or she would have
cooked enough lasagna. Their kitchen smelled
like heaven as I left. I watched through the
bay window from outside as they bowed their
heads around a table billowing steam, my
stomach howling for the rich fragrance still
thick on my tongue.
I prop Rusty against the building,
enter the store, and head straight for the milk.
Carrying it makes me look innocent. I find
the macaroni and stuff it down my pants,
tucking it behind my beltline. The corner
of the box digs into my nuts and I have to
readjust, looking around to make sure nobody
sees. Then I find the open bag of chicken
fingers that I stashed under some frozen peas
a few days ago. I hold the glass door open
until it fogs up, giving me cover, then pull out
four fingers and put two in each cargo pocket.
Never take more than you need. At checkout

I only have the $1.33 that I scrounged from
my house. The milk is $1.39, so I dig in my
pockets frantically, looking all worried and
childish. The cashier purses her lips and
waves me through.
Outside I pedal away as fast as I
can, shaking off the jitters, taking it out
on Rusty. If only Garrett had given me my
advance. I really don’t have the stomach
for shoplifting, but I don’t much have the
stomach for hunger either. My legs pump
furiously, fueled by frustration; the handle
bars jerk violently and the macaroni is a
maraca in my pocket, the bungeed milk
slushing and slogging on the cargo fender.
I’ve asked everywhere in town for a job and
they all say the same thing: come back when
you’re fifteen. It’s illegal for me to earn
money. Just three more months though.
Three more months and they can keep their
minimum wage. I’ll be making eight bucks
an hour.
At home I find Audrey on the couch,
lobotomized by television. She lifts the
paperback off her chest when I walk in,
stealing sheepish glances between me and
the book. “Yeah, right,” I say. “What’s
happening in that story?” Her eyes cross
when she tries to focus on the page and I
laugh, “Just come in here and help me with
supper.”
It’s Friday night – Singles Service
at the church and Mom never misses. A
whole room full of lost Christians trying to
get found in more ways than one. There’s
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also a regular Wednesday Night Service and
something on Tuesdays too. And Mom has
a new therapy group on Saturdays. This
all keeps her very busy and leaves me and
Audrey alone most nights. And even when
Mom is home, she does little more that
study her Bible and watch televangelism.
She was always religious, but became devout
after Dad died. I think she believes that
she’ll see him again someday if she prays
hard enough. I don’t know about all that,
but I’m glad it keeps her spirits up; things
were really dark there for a while.
Audrey boils water while I warm
the oven and find a pan. She’s only nine but
I taught her to cook the macaroni herself
in case I’m not home. I put the milk in
the fridge on the top shelf, empty but for
Mom’s diet milkshakes. There’s one piece
of ham left on the second shelf. A mustard
packet falls from the door and I consider
it for the ham, but I put it back and eat the
lunchmeat straight. I’d offer half to Audrey,
but all she’ll eat is chicken fingers and
macaroni, so we have it every night. Every
single night. Unless I sell a paper; then I
order pizza.
Our kitchen table is covered in
advertisements and overdue bills so I clear
it off. Usually we eat on the couch but lately
I’ve insisted on proper dining. We sit, but
the food isn’t hot enough; there’s no steam
rising from it. So I microwave our plates.
Once the steam is billowing in the light, we
sit and bow our heads. Then we eat.

Saturday afternoon my new neighbor
approaches me outside. He looks about my
age, his face a scruffy patchwork of pubescent
self-delusion.
“Was that you playing the guitar I
heard last night?” he asks.
“Yeah,” I say, surprised. I play every
night, but “I didn’t think it carried outside.”
“You got some nice licks. I play a little
myself. Wanna jam sometime?” he asks.
“How ‘bout right now?” I say,
extending my hand. “I’m David.”
“Evan,” he says. “I gotta help my Dad unpack
some shit. Maybe in a couple hours?”
“Yeah, hell yeah. I’ll bring my guitar
down and knock.”
I go to my basement and play for two
hours so that I’m good and warm to jam. I’ve
only jammed a handful of times with other
people so I can hardly contain myself. Exactly
two hours later I knock on his door, ignoring
the rectangle of residue on the bumper of his
dad’s minivan.
View the remainder of this prize-winning piece
at www.oregonstate.edu/prismmagazine

dos Manos

elena valdés CHavarría
CHarCoal & ink
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Provost’s Prize Winner
reMains of tHe faMily
kayla Harr
Poetry

I

t’s easy to reconstruct my mother’s
guilt-tipped grief as she failed to
conceive.
I can create an imitation scene of sorrow,
complete with her tears, absorbed and
stored throughout my childhood to furnish
these borrowed memories.
I feel her straining to give life to me, a child
who refused to enter the world through her
womb.
Unable to satisfy the aching of a uterus
contracting around its emptiness, she
patches me into her flesh.
Before I formed you in the womb I knew
you, before you were born I set you apart,
she recites.
God made you for me.
She intones this in a low voice on first days
of school, on the anniversary of the day
they brought me home and after letdowns
and sad stories.
There is a painful parallel between my two
mothers that I cannot un-see.
One sabotaged her maternal mold when
she made a husband of infertility. The
other ruined before innocence could ripen
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with maturity.
Before I formed you in the womb I knew You.
I’ve heard resignation’s refrain: The Lord, he
works in the most mysterious of ways.
Did God orchestrate teenage sex, forceful and
confused in the silence of a late December
night, or fabricate the child molestation charge
that clawed me from one mother’s arms and
fed me to another’s wanting embrace?
Maybe it’s best to say He makes what He can
of our mistakes.
There remains a broken path I cannot follow.
Strange names my denaturalized ears cannot
swallow. Osaffer and Toffic, barely discernible
in my fifteen-year-old mother’s curled and
dyslexic print.
One of them raped her, though she doesn’t
know to call it that. One of them she thought
she loved. One is my father. Both left before
she knew of me. It is a broken path.
I cannot follow.
I never thought I would get pregnant. I was
only fourteen years old. Though her penciled
cursive betrays naiveté, I understand exactly
what she means.
A world lies between me and my would-be

parents. Whether my Pakistani father returned
to a melting land of smeared kohl, musky
scent and music that saunters through the soul,
or lived inside the twenty some miles that have
separated my one time mother and myself, I
feel they exist in separate planes, though I’ve
rubbed shoulders with their shadows.
A sixth-grade classmate’s mother cried when
she recognized me from photos her best friend
treasured of the daughter she surrendered.
The next day the girl tried to lure me to the car.
Come meet your sister, she begged. The new
baby followed two half-brothers I had seen in
photos sent in care of CSD.
At my refusal came the truth: There’s someone
who wants to meet you... it’s your mom. I
hated her for thrusting lies on me with three
words I knew were wrong. I hid in the dark
cement hall between locker room and gym
while they searched for me. Through a back
door and pouring rain, a payphone brought
Mom, frantic, to rescue me.
Now I see vague outlines everywhere. An older
woman with marbled hair smiles as I pass.
Was it she who found her foster daughter was
pregnant with me?

Is the haggard face pumping gas the one
labeled “uncle” in the scrapbook child services
sent?
These fringe people form the blurred edges of
a puzzle I don’t want to complete.
I can count on one hand the people I like to
hug. What could I feel toward this woman who
thinks she knows the twisted lines my soul
follows through my body (and might be right)
though to me she is as foreign as another sex,
culture or race? The strangest stranger I could
meet, how would I cringe to recognize myself
in her face?
I’ve never known the longing pain of adopted
children who grieve the mothers they could
not keep.
I have been grafted onto another familial tree.
Though my branches clutch cones while theirs
bear fruit, there is no sorrow in my harvest.
Something of that early separation has made
me a family unto myself.
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uP froM Below

sJoukJe sCHoustra
PHotograPHy
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Bad BaBy

steven CHristian

Mixed Media
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slant-Headed god
Brad reed tHoMPson
Poetry

If Homo Erectus lifted hairy palms to a slant-headed God
And grunted for grace in battle, for a limping trigodon, for a Mrs. Erectus,
I think he would be surprised to know that his skull,
Made ancient with earth and water,
Stares up from a gray slate table
And causes me to doubt my dome-headed God,
Whose omnipotent silence is changed to ominous absence
By the way the gaping mouth, absent its swinging jawbone,
Whispers of epochs from the dust
With more volume than a pulpiteer.
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10 ways a MotHer says sHe loves you
JosH Craig
Poetry

“I love you”— you know, the kind where she cuts the “you” short to make room for a
longer, more hopeful pause for an immediate matching response.
“I love you”— the one that often bears undertones of wonder as to how she could birth
a son who could do something so stupid, and is often followed up by an agitated “but
sometimes!”
“I love you”—this is the one that can support a pillar of cement pumpkins it’s that
strong; and it tells you no matter the wrongdoings committed, not a letter between the
“I” and “u” will ever shake or move.
“I love you” – the one in which is blown off at first because you’re late to the party with
the cute girls. But while driving, a pause, and you notice that she’s never not said it to
you as you’re leaving the house, fearing it might be her last opportunity.
“I love you”— in which she emphasizes the “I” as if to own it. And she wants you to
know that another woman will say this too, but can never mean it in the same way.
“I love you”— this one’s reserved for the time when the number 45 is her least favorite number because it matches her age and she thinks there’s grey hair but you tell her,
“Mom you’re crazy, it’s never looked more red”.
“I love you”— the wine makes sure this one’s spoken because the last glass was too good
to pass up. And although she seemingly loves everything in the room including lamps,
the dog, the frozen burrito, and the TV re-run, she meant it when directed toward you.
“I love you”— pride is the root of this one because you had just won that award thought
so unattainable. And because she was the only thing still pushing you through struggles,
success was found. But no gloat or glory from her, just the three loyal words.
“I love you”— these three not even spoken or accompanied by anything because they
come by way of text. Sent upon finding your baby pictures and age 22 is too far from
age 2 and you’re too far away to hug, so a longing text it is.
“I love you”— “will always” needs to be stuck right between “I” and “love”, because this
world is an hour glass after all and time will take her ability to voice her love to you. But
never to be outdone in archaic ability, she knows nothing could ever end her feeling for
you.
And mom, mother, mommy, there is no universal or “in general mother” to speak of in this poem. I’m
speaking of one person with ten ways to tell another one person about your love for them. And I become
disappointed and frustrated that vocabulary cannot and will never contain words that will let you know how
I feel for you. And the world is a miserable failure for not providing the commodities that you’ve earned in
your ever humble and heroic sway of life. So, though you’re the master, the chief, and the matriarch of ten
different loves all said the same, please allow a son to take the weight from your freckled shoulders and tell
you something that I’m positive, and would kill for my correctness, that no one deserves to hear more than
you, mom: I love you.
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Bald Hill farM sunset

ZaHra alnaser
PHotograPHy
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MotHer nature

lea gates

silksCreen Print
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god’s finest Creation
kevin ngo

sHort fiCtion

I

slowly filed in with the rest of them-a
gaggle of geese, a school underwater, like
lambs to the slaughter-and let the acerbic
sting of formalin settle within my mouth and
nostrils. I looked around at my companynervous yet willing disciples dressed down
in white gowns--who had gathered here
today to celebrate the life and death of a
man as well as to drink from the fountain
of knowledge that was to be bestowed upon
us through the lips of a higher power. We
stood uncomfortably in the middle of the
room, reviewing our scripture and awaiting
our master.
In our darkest hour, a great man
entered the room, pushing in front of him a
cart covered with fine linen and the smell of
death. The man navigated through the crowd
of disciples, parting them to one side or the
other until he had reached the center of the
room. This man seemed like an ordinary
man, clothed in a white robe like the rest of
the people. But unlike the others, this man
had an air of omnipotence and omniscience,
and the presence of a scholar, a teacher-a
wise, wise man.
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Ripping the linen from the cart, he
announced with heart, “Here lies Adam-in
the flesh!” The disciples and I gasped and
averted our gazes, for what lied before us
on the cart was the body of a dead and
naked man. “Gather around and do not be
ashamed,” commanded the wise man as he
began to pour more and more light onto
Adam, “For I have much to teach you, and
you have much to learn.” At his behest, the
disciples and I flocked to the wise man, again,
nervous yet willing.
He began his sermon, addressing the
teachings and scriptures as he prominently
displayed the naked spectacle. His hands
motioned over Adam’s body, caressing the
stagnant air centimeters above the smooth,
preserved skin of the dead man. With
the wave of his hand and the point of his
finger, he traveled the plains and hills and
rugged landscapes of Adam’s body whilst
naming the guts and glory and features of
the corporeal existence of man. From time
to time, the wise man would cup or tug or
tease the flesh and innards and ask of us to
recite from memory or verse the name of

the body part or organ in which he grasped, to
which the disciples would reply with growing
confidence: “hypothalamus” or “diaphragm”
or “sternocleidomastoideus.”
But as their confidence grew, my own began
to shrink, for I realized that I had been so
engrossed within the sins of the flesh and
sinew strewn before me that I had strayed
from the teachings and forgotten the good
word. And as the wise man traversed from part
to part, I knew, within the very pit of my soul,
that he would eventually call upon me and ask
for my service, hoping I would do right unto
him. But I fear I will betray his trust and faith
in me, like the Judas that I am.
And so, the moment of truth came when all
other disciples had had their turn to speak,
leaving only me suspect. The wise man
continued his preaching, and each time he
went over a body part that I did not know, my
stomach would knot up and my heart would
stop beating for the moment, as I held my
breath, waiting and wishing he had forgotten
about me. But my prayers went unanswered, as
he gripped the final body part within his hands
and pointed directly at me with his spare hand,

calling aloud my name, and asking: “What. Is.
This?”
I took a deep breath, exhaled, and thanked
the Lord. In my mind, angels sang and
trumpet fanfares blared with resounding
force, as if it were the second coming of the
Messiah. I wanted to kneel upon the sterile,
white-washed floor, raise my hands high
in the air, and give thanks to the glorious
savior for saving me, for I knew the blessed
name of this one final body part. And so
I announced with honor and pride to the
heavens above for all to hear:
“Penis.”
Glory, glory, Hallelujah.
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untitled

kyle fosdiCk

MonotyPe Print
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Culture of a City

alexander sandage
PHotograPHy
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Contributors’
Notes
HannaH MaHoney
senior, History

elena valdés CHavarría
graduate student,

“Chevy” pg. 1
ConteMPorary HisPaniC studies
I am far from home. When I ready my camera, lean
“Tlaloquita” pg. 9, “Dos Manos” pg. 25
in, and snap a photo, I feel comfort. With each shutter, I wish I knew who I am, or how to introduce myself…
I know that I have created something that is familiar
but I am still seeking. Every now and then, something,
and that I can call my own. I photograph by the quote, someone moves me, and it is then when I am able
“and sure, sometimes close can be too close. But
to glimpse bits and pieces of my truth. An instinct
sometimes, that invasion of personal space, it can be
of freedom and life guides me and I portrait in every
exactly what you need.”
dimension elements of my being. Gradually, I create
myself.

ana swan

senior, fine arts

“Jane’s River Blues” pg. 4
The decisions I make about what to include in my
artworks come from my unconscious mind. Lately, I
have had changes in my home life. Any woman can
relate with this feeling of helplessness in their life, so
I chose to title the work with the generic name, Jane
Doe.

alexander sandage
senior, englisH

“Strength of Brooklyn” pg. , “Culture of a City” pg. 37
I’ve been taking photographs since I was a young boy.
At first, to capture memories, but now I like creating
images that are meaningful and personal. Most of my
photos are nature or cities because I feel that you can
do a lot with them and they don’t talk back.

Colin Cole

graduate student,
ConteMPorary HisPaniC studies

“A Chain Link Fence” pg. 6
On the beauty of nature. Or a critique of hateful laws.
A natural response to globalization? For those on the
other side of borders and fronteras worldwide.

daniel Magee

Post BaCC, MeCHaniCal engineering
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sHyanne woods

Junior, natural resourCes

“Lichen This Love” pg. 10
My poems combine memories and stories of my past
and present involvements. Sometimes, I write when
I’m experiencing the mind-blowing beauty of nature
or some emotion that grips the throat, demanding
answers.

kevin ngo

senior, englisH

“Umami Mommy” pg. 11, “God’s Finest Creation” pg. 34
Despite being a student of science, I believe that
there is always a time and place for art and the written
language. As a pre-med student and volunteer, I have
witnessed the significance and healing power that art
and writing has on those who know and love life best.

ZaHra alnaser

soPHoMore, general sCienCe

“Farmer’s Market Hot Chili” pg. 12,
“Bald Hill Farm Sunset” pg. 32
My first interest in photography started in 2007. I’m
fascinated by sunlight. It intimidates me to look
into the flow of light in details. The colorful nature
surrounding Corvallis is peaceful and when sunlight is
out it becomes inspiring.

“England” pg. 7
JonatHon Coy
I’m a post-bac student studying Mechanical
senior, new Media CoMMuniCations
Engineering. My first degree is in literature. I still write, “Astronaut” pg. 13
even if most of what I write is about machines.
I’m a fourth generation Oregonian with a background

Contributors’
Notes
in photography and music. My primary influences are
MTV in the 90’s and Pabst Blue Ribbon. Images of
astronauts have always fascinated me with themes of
isolation, wanderlust, bliss, and the great beyond.

wave kronewitter
fresHMan, Marketing

“How I Found Out About Writing” pg. 14
I have been writing poetry on a frequent basis for the
last four years after discovering spoken word. I enjoy
free verse and complex rhyme schemes. My favorite
place to write is sitting on my front porch on a summer
night.

MiCHael Carreon

attempt at capturing that innate beauty, so that
others can see as I do.

steven CHristian

graduate student, interdisCiPlinary studies

“Bad Baby” pg. 29
After being restricted to a wheelchair, I found
myself searching for a new lease on life. Instead of
dwelling on my ailment, I decided to take control of
my life and fall back on all the things that made me
happy: comic books, cartoons, and my imagination.

Brad reed tHoMPson

senior, englisH & eduCation

“Slant-Headed God” pg. 30
soPHoMore, Biology, Pre-dental
One day Brad realized that putting black words on
“The Jester” pg. 15
a white page was more fun than driving a bus or
This piece is my first poem that I’ve written since high
selling houses. He quit his job, went back to school,
school. It was an interesting process to see how an idea and will probably teach your child’s high school
from a song (“Puppets” by Atmosphere) turned into
English class someday. Unless, of course, he gets a
my final works of “The Jester”.
big, fat publishing deal.

Ben davis

senior, digital CoMMuniCation arts

JosH Craig

senior, englisH & eduCation

Provost Winner “All a Person Really Needs” pg 22
“10 Ways a Mother Says She Loves You” pg. 31
All a Person Really Needs is a chapter on tolerance,
I feel that poetry is something that can benefit
holy hypocrisy, and the losing end of class struggle. It’s anyone and everybody. All too often people view it
about choosing loyalties, but it’s also about trusting
as an intimidating puzzle rather than an entertaining
your wits enough to grab a machete and cut your own
form of text. When I become a teacher, it’s my goal
path, consequences be damned.
to show high school students the benefits they can
reap from poetry.

kayla Harr

senior, englisH

“Remains of the Family” pg 26
For me, this poem was an act of practice in honesty,
not only in communicating the truth, but in finding
new ways of approaching it that express deeper and
richer truths than simply stating it can.

sJoukJe sCHoustra
soPHoMore, Zoology

“Up From Below” Sophomore Zoology
I live in and thrive on the natural world that surrounds
me. I see the beauty in things that are often overlooked
or under appreciated. My photography is simply my

lea gates

senior, graPHiC design

“Mother Nature” pg. 33
My time spent at Oregon State University has been
one of the most fulfilling and accomplishing times
of my life. I will always cherish my memories and
hope to be back for more. I hope you all enjoy my
nature-inspired silkscreen print, created during my
junior year at OSU.
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